
Join the raffle for a Golden Ticket with the Labs1503 Academy

Contestants who register for the Golden Ticket raffle (registration for the raffle will be done in
a way predetermined by the organizer) may win a free Immersion Day experience at our
clinic in Prague for 1 person. The Immersion Day is organised by Svět rovnátek s.r.o. and
Labs1503 distribution a.s. (furthermore “Labs1503 Academy”). The Immersion Day allows
the winner of the raffle to experience the full scale of clinic operations and gain first hand
knowledge of the unique operational process of our clinics.

Participation in the raffle is subject to the contestant's acceptance of these conditions, which
is expressed together with their registration for the raffle.

Each contestant can participate in the raffle only once. In the event that one contestant is
repeatedly interested in entering the draw, that contestant will not be allowed into the raffle.
Only one winner will be drawn per event in connection with which the raffle is organised.

The raffle is open only to healthcare professionals (doctors and medical staff) and
other healthcare professionals who are also involved in the project with the Labs1503
Academy.

The winner will be drawn on the announced date, no later than 30 days after registration for
the raffle. The draw will be recorded and the selection of the winner will be confirmed by a
draw committee consisting of management and employees of the Labs1503 Academy. The
winner will be contacted to arrange the Immersion Day.

The winner's identification data will not be published, the winner will be contacted by
Labs1503 academy by e-mail specified during registration to the Academy. Labs1503
Academy reserves the right to inform about the winner on social networks, where the winner
will be identified exclusively by initials.

For the purpose of the raffle, the identification data of the contestants will be used in
the following scope: name, surname, e-mail address, in order to assess the eligibility
for the draw, to enter the draw and to contact the winner. The legal basis for the
processing of personal data is the contestant's expression of interest in the Golden
Ticket raffle and participation in the Labs1503 Academy.

Labs1503 Academy reserves the right to shorten, postpone, suspend or cancel this raffle or
to amend or supplement its terms and conditions at any time up to the end of the raffle.

By participating in the raffle, the contestant acknowledges that the organisers (i) Svět
rovnátek, s.r.o., ID no. 18627218, with registered office at Nad Vršovskou hora 1423/10,
Praha 10 and (ii) Labs1503 distribution a.s., ID no. 25729411, with registered office at
Nad Vršovskou hora 1423/10, Praha 10, will process the following personal data provided
by the contestant to the organiser in accordance with the applicable and effective legislation
in the field of personal data protection:

- Name and surname
- E-mail address

for the following purposes carried out by the organiser itself or persons authorised by it:



- sending newsletters containing commercial communications
- marketing processing, analysis and profiling in order to adapt the offer of products

and services to your needs and to improve the quality of services.

The legal basis for the processing of personal data for these purposes is the legitimate
interest of the organizers in promoting their services based on the contestant's interest in
participating in the Labs1503 Academy project and registering for the raffle.

For more information on the processing of personal data, please see
https://www.labs1503academy.com/data/gdpr.pdf.

https://www.labs1503academy.com/data/gdpr.pdf

